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A generahzation of Hilbert algebras tothe unbounded case is considered. Whde 
such constructlons have been considered arlier. the present one accommodates 
a richer class of algebras of unbounded operators and is more apphcable to 
examples. (‘ 1989 Academic Press. Inc 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In [lo] unbounded left Hilbert algebras which are an unbounded 
generalization of left Hilbert algebras are introduced an investigated. As 
a special case in such a study we shall define the notion of unbounded 
Hilbert algebras, ndinvestigate the properties. 
Let $8 be a *-algebra which admits an inner product ( 1) satisfying the 
following conditions (i)-( iii ): 
(i) the subalgebra 212 of 2l, spanned by the elements <qwith 
<, q E ‘3, is dense in the Hilbert space hobtained bycompletion of 2l; 
(ii) (hli)=(vIS*i) for t,v,iEW 
(iii) (tIrl)=(v*It*) for 5.vEN 
Such an algebra ‘3is an unbounded generalization of Hilbert algebras in 
the sense that he left multiplication is not necessarily bounded, soit is said 
to be a generalized Hilbert algebra inh. Suppose rU is a generalized Hilbert 
algebra inh. By (iii) the map 5 + <* is extended toa bounded conjugate 
linear operator J on Ij satisfying J2 = Iand J* = J. We put 
Then, by (ii) 7c0 is a *-representation of ‘2l a d by (ii) and (iii) p0is a 
*-representation of ‘u. The closures x and p of x0 and p0 are called the left 
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and right regular representations of ‘8,respectively, whichhave the 
relations: 
Jan) = %P) and P(5) =.wr*v foreach ~E%u; (1.1) 
p(‘q = J?TpI):, J and (p(2l):.)’ = J(?rpI)I,)‘J. (1.2) 
The following question arises: When is 7~ standard; that is, Z(X)* =x(x*) 
for each x~%? Let d be a commutative *-algebra with identity e, 4 be a 
positive linear functional on d and (rc+, Is, h,) be the GNS-construction 
for 4. Then A)(&) is a generalized Hilbert algebra inh, equipped with the 
multiplication A,(x)A,(y) = I,(xy) and the involution A,(x) + A,(.u*) such 
that 11(1,(x)) = X+(X) for each XE d. In [16] Powers obtained the result 
that he following statements arequivalent: 
(1) 7~ is standard; 
(2) r@&):, $@(n,) c g(n,) and (IQ(&):,)’ is commutative; 
(3) ~~(a):, $Qnr) cg(rco) and 4 is strongly positive. 
Jorgensen and Moore gave examples ofcommutative O,*-algebras A’ 
such that .A!:, = U [13, Examples 11.9, 11.101, and Powers [16] and 
Schmiidgen [ 191 gave xamples ofpositive butnot strongly positive linear 
functionals. Hence, rcb is not necessarily standard. Further, it is shown that 
the above statements (l)-(3) are quivalent to 
(4) z,(xz’)~ g( ~) cg(rcb) and n+(d):. A,(e) is dense in Jj,. 
By keeping the above statement (4) in view, we define the notion of 
unbounded Hilbert algebras: Let2I be a generalized Hilbert algebra inlj. 
Suppose rc(%)~ is a von Neumann algebra. Let A be the closure ofa 
*-representation 7c1 of 21 defined by
M)(j, c,,,)=j, Ck40vrk 
for (C,} crr(%):, and {ak} cB(X). Then it follows from [ll, 
Theorem 3.21 that i? is the smallest closed *-representation of YI such that 
~cftca*, ti(Q)L=@l):, and ti(%)Lg(72)=~@72). For each qog(Z)n 
Jg(A) we put 
n’(?)5=%5b?, lE%. 
Then Z’(V) is a closable operator inh satisfying m c n’(q)*, whose 
closure isalso denoted byn’(q). We define a commutant ‘%I’ of% as 
‘ill’= {~~CB(ti)nJ~(R);d(~)~LB(E))}. 
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Then it is easily shown that 2f’ is a * -algebra equipped with the multiplica- 
tion n,v], = rr’(q2) , and the involution n -Jq, and X’ is an anti- 
*-isomorphism of 2l’ into the von Neumann algebra n(‘?l)‘,.. 
DEFINITION 1.1. A generalized Hilbert algebra ‘9I in a Hilbert space h is 
said to be an unbounded Hilbert algebra inh if n(%):, isa von Neumann 
algebra and (a’)’ is dense in h. 
Let 4 be a positive butnot strongly positive linear functional on a com- 
mutative *-algebra with identity. Then j+(d) is a generalized Hilbert 
algebra inh4, but is not an unbounded Hilbert algebra. 
In [6,7] we defined another unbounded generalization of Hilbert 
algebras which is stronger than of unbounded Hilbert algebras as follows: 
DEFINITION 1.2. A generalized Hilbert algebra U in h is said to be an 
extended Hilbert algebra if‘9li is dense in h, where 2L, = ([ E %I; ~(5) E
B(I));. 
As a noncommutative generalization of thePowers result s ated above 
we shall prove that for a generalized Hilbert algebra Cuthe following 
statements areequivalent: 
(1) ‘u is an unbounded Hilbert algebra; 
(2) @!I)~. 9(n) c9(7c) and J@II):,. J= (rc(llI):.)‘; 
(3) n(9l) is standard and ?I is a * -subalgebra of anextended Hilbert 
algebra. 
Further, for an unbounded generalization of left and right von Neumann 
algebras of Hilbert algebras, we shall obtain the results that he left EW*- 
algebra %*(2l) and the right EW*-algebra +“*(‘%) ofan unbounded 
Hilbert algebra 2Iare defined and J&*(fl)J= V”*(a), and a closed 
OF-algebra ,X is isomorphic to the left EW*-algebra of an unbounded 
Hilbert algebra ‘?I if and only if (A’:,) isa semifinite von Neumann algebra 
with afaithful normal semifinite trace z such that &4? is contained in the 
space (. M;“‘,.)’ + L*(r) of closed operators. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
In this ection westate the definitions and the basic properties about 
O,*-algebras. 
Let 9 be a dense subspace ina Hilbert space h. We denote by -Y(g) the 
set of all inear operators defined on9 and leave 9 invariant, d denote 
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by 6pt(9) the set of all elements X of Y(9) such that he adjoint X* of 
X exists and the restriction Xt fX* to 9 is contained in 9’(g). Then 
6pt(9) is a *-algebra with the involution X-,Xt. A *-subalgebra of 
9+(g) is said to be an O,*-algebra on 9.
Let & be an O,*-algebra on 9.We give alocally convex topology t, on 
9 generated by the family { 1/</1 + llXQ/; XEJZ} of seminorms. If the 
locally convex space (9, t.#) is complete, hen JY is said to be closed. We 
Put 
Then 2 is a closed O,*-algebra on g which is the smallest x ension of &‘, 
which is said to be the closure ofM. If 9 = flxeM 9(X*), then JZ is said 
to be self-adjoint, and ifX* = 3 for all XE J%’ then 4 is said to be 
standard. We define a weak cornmutant &‘L, (simply, A’)of JZ as 
where B(h) denotes the set of all bounded linear operators n h. Then we 
have the following results by simple calculations. C ider the following 
statements: 
(1) J%’ is standard. 
(2) JZ is self-adjoint. 
(3) .&,,9c9. 
(3)’ X is affiliated withthe von Neumann algebra (AL,) (simply, 
A”‘) for each XEJY. 
(4) JYL, is a von Neumann algebra. 
Then the implications: (1) => (2) * :I:, * (4) hold. 
We define a certain unbounded generalization of von Neumann algebras. 
An O,*-algebra & on 9 is said to be an EW*-algebra on 9 if z is a 
von Neumann algebra and (I+ X*X))’ EJ& for all XE .&, where J& = 
{A E A; A is bounded}. We see that every EW*-algebra is standard. 
Let SZ! be a *-algebra. A *-homomorphism K of& into Y+(~(x)), where 
9(rr) is a dense subspace ina Hilbert space h,, is said to be a 
*-representation of SZ’ on h,. A *-representation II of d is said to be closed 
(resp. self-adjoin& standard) if the O,*-algebra n(d)is closed (resp. self- 
adjoint, s andard). 
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3. UNBOUNDED HILBERT ALGEBRAS 
Let 2l be an unbounded Hilbert algebra and h be the Hilbert space 
obtained bycompletion of 2L Let J be the extension of the map 5 -+ t*. 
and 71 and p be the left and right regular representations of 2l, respectively. 
Then we have 
.‘@I’)” = n(2I)‘. (3.1) 
For each .Y Eh we put 
n;i(x)q = n’(g)x, q E 91’. 
Then n;l(x) isaclosable op rator satisfying m c n:(x)*, whose closure 
is denoted byn”(x). R Palm de la Barr&e showed in [ 151 that 
for each .X Eh. We put 
n”(x)* = rc”(J.K) (3.2) 
BI”= (xEf);7c”(x)EAql))). 
Then 21” is an achieved Hilbert algebra inh equipped with the multiplica- 
tion X, .y2 = rr”(x,) .x2and the involution .Y -+J.u, whose left von Neumann 
algebra J&-J‘%“) equals @!I)“. 
Suppose 2l is an extended Hilbert algebra inh. Then 2l, is a Hilbert 
algebra inh and ‘$I is an unbounded Hilbert algebra inh with the standard 
left regular representation satisfying Y&c 2I’ c2li. Let t be the natural 
trace on the left von Neumann algebra J20(910) of Ylu,. Then we denote by 
Lp(.r) (1<p< co) the LP-space ofSegal with respect to r [18]. We put 
Ly(‘LI,)= xEt);7c”(x)E 
i 
n LP(T) 
IS-pi r I 
Then Ly(‘u,) isan extended Hilbert algebra inh with the bounded part 
clr;l, which is maximal among extended Hilbert algebras in hcontaining ‘+& 
[6]. We remark that extended Hilbert algebras have been called unboun- 
ded Hilbert algebras in the previous papers [6, 71. For the relation among 
generalized Hilbert algebras, unbounded Hilbert algebras, ndextended 
Hilbert algebras we have the following 
THEOREM 3.1. Let ‘u be a generalized Hilbert algebra in u Hilbert space 
IJ. Then the following statements are equivalent: 
(1) Cu is an unbounded Hilbert algebra. 
(2) h(2I) J= 7@l)“. 
(3) n(a)’ is a von Neumann algebra, 72 is standard, and 91 I.Y a
*-subalgebra ofan extended Hilbert algebra. 
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In this case, the *-algebra E(%) generated by 2l and ‘Sl” iswell defined, 
which becomes anextended Hilbert algebra. 
ProoJ (l)=(2) It follows from (3.1) and the property ofa” that 
@I)” = n’(W) =@,#I”) = J!i&,(%“) J= Jn(2I)’ J. 
(2) =P (1) Since x(‘?I)‘= Jn(‘%)” J and p(s)‘= Jn(%)‘J by (1.2), it
follows that both rc(%)’ and p&Y)’ are von Neumann algebras. Take 
arbitrary 9 E 2I. Let p(q) = U, Ip(q)I bethe polar decomposition of p(?) 
and Ii(u)/ =jr A dE,(A) be the spectral resolution of Ip(q Since 
p(a)’ 9(p) =9(p) it follows that B(rl) isaffiliated with p(a)“= n(a)‘. We
show 
E,.(n)? E ‘$I[’ 
for n= 1, 2, . . . In fact, E .(n)? E n(‘9I)’ 9(rc)  9(R) and since 
(JE,*(n)rll t1 52) =(52*5: I JK,*(nh) 
= (E,*(n)57 I Ph*)* t2) 
= (&(n)t? II%?1 utet2) 
= (E,*(n) U$P(V*) 5: I u,*M 
= (U,*E,Jn) U$vl* It1 5J 
(3.3) 
for each 51,52~‘% it follows that JE,.(n)q = U,*E,.(n) U,*,r* E 
rr(‘%)’ 9(n) c9(72). Further, since 
n’(E,&)v)S = 35) E,.(n)vl= E&) 4th 
= E,*(n) P(rl*)*t 
= E,*(n) IRiD u,*t 
for each 5 E 2l, we have z’(E,.(n)q) = 1(1*)] E,.(n) lJ$ E W(h). Thus, 
E,,.(n)qE%‘. We now show that (a’)* is dense in h. Take arbitrary 
<i, c2 E ‘%. It follows from (3.3) that ES;(n) r,, E<;(n) czE 5?l’ for n= 1,2, .. 
and 
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which implies that (2l’)’ is dense in h. Thus $8 is an unbounded Hilbert 
algebra inh. 
(l)*(3) Since 
for each 5E ‘$I and n E ‘u’, we have ~“(5) cm for each 5E ‘11. Further. by 
(3.2) we have 
It hence follows that m = r?‘(t) f oreach 5 E 91, which implies that i is -~ 
standard, ‘% c Ly((u”), and 72(c) = rcT(<) for each 5E ‘?I, where n;” denotes 
the left regular representation of theextended Hilbert algebra I,?(%“) 
[6, 71. Hence, ‘u is a *-subalgebra of Lo. 
(3) = (1) Suppose that ?i is standard and ‘u is a *-subalgebra of an
extended Hilbert algebra %?in h. Since 5 is standard and .g c L~(K@~), it 
follows that ffo= rrT(t) for each 5E’%, where 7~;” denotes the left regular 
representation of L~(L?&,). Hence, we have L!JJG c Ly(B,,) c g(s), which 
implies 9:= %I’. Hence, Cu is an unbounded Hilbert algebra inh. 
Suppose 2I is an unbounded Hilbert algebra inh. In the proof of 
(1) * (3) we see that both 2l and 3” are *-subalgebras of the extended 
Hilbert algebra Ly((LI”), so that he *-algebra E( ) generated by 2I and VI” 
is well defined, which is an extended Hilbert algebra. This completes the 
proof. 
Remark. The self-adjointness or standardness of O,*-algebras which is 
important in the study of unbounded operator algebras has been 
investigated in [8, 9, 12, 16, 17, 211. We see by Theorem 3.1 that he left 
and right regular representations of every unbounded Hilbert algebra are 
standard. Takesue showed in [21] that for atracial positive linear func- 
tional r on a *-algebra d with identity such that he *-representation IC, 
of .d constructed by GNS-representation is self-adjoint, c nditions ( 1) and 
(2) of Theorem 3.1 are quivalent, which imply the standardness of rc,. 
4. LEFT E W*-ALGEBRAS 
In this ection weshow that he left EW*-algebra ~a*(%) and the right 
EW*-algebra ~“*(a) of an unbounded Hilbert algebra 2Iare defined, 
which ave the relation: J%*@!l)J= V*(‘%). Further, we give the necessary 
and sufficient co ditions u der which aclosed EW*-algebra is isomorphic 
to the left EW*-algebra of n unbounded Hilbert algebra. 
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LEMMA 4.1. Suppose % is an unbounded Hilbert algebra inI$ Then there 
exists he maximum subspace 8% of 9( ti) such that 52I t &, S(a) S; c 8%) 
and 7c(?X)” 8% c8%. Put 8; = Jc&. Then 8; is maximum among subspaces 
8’ of 9(/j) satisfying 2I c b’, p(2I) 6’ c 6’, and p(a)” 8’ c 8’. 
Proof It follows from Theorem 3.1 that 2I is a *-subalgebra of the 
extended Hilbert algebra L;(%“) satisfying % c Ly(‘%“) c 9(72) and -- 
Z(l) =z?(r) for each 5E 9l, which implies that i(%) L~(‘%“) c L;“(%“) and 
n(a)” LT(%“) tLy(a”). We denote by 8% the subspace of9(72) generated 
by Uc~sg 8, where 9 is the set of all subspaces d of 9(72) satisfying ‘9I c I, 
f(%)Bcb, and rc(‘%)” Bcb. Then 8% is maximum in 9. A similar result 
holds for 8;. 
THEOREM 4.2. Let % be an unbounded Hilbert algebra inb. The OT- 
algebra 4!Y*(‘B) (resp. V*(%)) generated by i?(‘B)/&, and n(2l)“/&~ (resp. 
BWW& and dW”lW is a closed EW*-algebra on 8% (resp. CC?&) over 
z(S)” (resp. @l)‘), which is said to be the left (resp. right) Ewe-algebra 
of au, and the relation: J%*(%)J= Y”*(a) holds. 
Proof It is easily shown that 4?*(QI)” = z(‘?l)“, andrc(‘?I)‘&, and 
n XE*.C’uJ 9(X) are contained in 9. Since 8% is maximum in 9, it follows 
that J’,‘, = n(cLI) 8%= nXEJaCaI) g(8), which implies that %*(a) is a closed 
EW*-algebra on S;, over n(Z)“. Similarly, Y*(2I) is aclosed EW*-algebra 
on 8; over c(%)‘. It is clear that J!%*(%)J=V*(%). This completes the 
proof. 
THEOREM 4.3. Let A be a closed Ewe-algebra on 9. Then the following 
statements are quivalent: 
(1) A? is isomorphic to the left EW*-algebra %!*(a) of an unbounded 
Hilbert algebra 2l. 
(2) A’ is isomorphic to the left EW*-algebra a*(B) of an extended 
Hilbert algebra .??I. 
(3) A” is a semtfinite von Neumann algebra with afaithful normal 
semtfiinite tracz such that A-C (MI’ +L*(T)). 
Proof: (1) = (2) It follows from Theorem 3.1 that he *-algebra E(Z) 
generated by VI and ‘B” is well defined, which becomes an extended Hilbert 
algebra inha satisfying 8” = &E(a). Hence we have ’*(m) = @*(E(a)). 
(2) 5 (1) This is trivial. 
(2)+(3) Let @ be a *-isomorphism of J4onto the left EW*-algebra 
a*(~) of an extended Hilbert algebra W. Then @J is extended toa 
*-isomorphism 6 ofthe closed EW*-algebra J.@ of closed operators nto 
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the closed EW*-algebra %!*(3?) ofclosed operators such that @A”‘)= 
4YO(LBO). We now put 
where rO is the natural trace on ~2~(9?~). Thenit is easily shown that ris a 
faithful normal semifinite trace on%A!” such that $(,an L’(r)) = %!*(Si?) n 
L2(~,). Since every element T of %*(%Y) is represented as 
T= To + T, 
for some To ~%2~(L2&,) and T, E %*(9#) n L'(T,,) [6], it follows that every 
element A of ,J? is represented as 
A=A,+A, 
for A, E ,M” and A, E J? n L'(T). 
(3) * (2) Since ,&c (C&“’ + L'(T)), it follows that every element A of 
.a is represented as 
A=A,+A, 
for Ao~c&“’ and A,E&‘?nL’(z). We put 
63 = Jf n L2(T). 
Then we see that BI is an extended Hilbert algebra inL'(T), equipped with 
the strong sum, strong scalar multiplication, s r gproduct and adjoint of
closed operators, satisfying .4$ =A%‘~’ n L'(T) and A’= @*(LB) as set. 
Hence, the closed EW*-algebra M is isomorphic to the left EW*-algebra 
42*(B) of 8. This completes theproof. 
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